
WRITE A QUADRATIC EQUATION WITH ONE SOLUTION

This video tutorial helps explain the basics of Quadratic Equation with One Solution. Get the best test prep review for
your exam!.

Using that information, and since we know a and c, we can find our b. That will be the number of solutions.
They told us that this quadratic equation only has one solution. It's going to have a square root. All of that over
2a. If this b squared minus 4ac is a positive number-- so let's think about this a little bit. So it's only going to
have one solution. So if we want to figure out the number of solutions for this equation, we don't have to go
through the whole quadratic equation, although it's not that much work. But if you just wanted to know how
many solutions, you just have to find out that b squared minus 4ac is 0. To solve for b we must square root
both sides. So b squared minus 4ac is minus  So the solution is going to be negative b over 2a. And then what
happens if b squared minus 4ac is less than 0? So the quadratic formula tells us that if we have an equation of
the form ax squared plus bx plus c is equal to 0, that the solutions are going to be-- or the solution if it exists is
going to be-- negative b plus or minus the square root of b squared minus 4ac. And it doesn't matter whether
you add or subtract 0, you're going to get the same value. Find the solution. That c, right there, times  We
could factor it and just figure out the values of x that satisfy it and just count them. It's just going to be 0. And
just in case you're curious if whether this expression right here, b squared minus 4ac, has a name, it does. So if
b squared minus 4ac is equal to 0, you only have one solution. What's 4 times 49? So 49 times 4. So in that
situation, the actual solution of the equation is going to be negative b over 2a. So it's going to be negative b
plus or minus 0. Put a 0. Quadratic formula Video transcript Determine the number of solutions to the
quadratic equation, x squared plus 14x plus 49 is equal to 0. And negative b is-- we could just solve it. And we
can ignore the 1. That's the only solution to this equation. And we know, from dealing with real numbers, you
can't take the square root.


